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The pholwxcitcd triplet stale PT of Rhodopseudomonas sphoeroides R-26 has been inves~igakd by ENDOR mcasuremenls 
performed on frozen pholosynthetic reaction cenlre solutions For the firs1 lime hyperfine dala could be oblained for PT. These 
data indvzare a delocalisa~ion of tie wiplel sLa[e over two bacteriochlorophyll a molasules. 

1. Introduction 

The general sequence of the primary light-kduced 
charge separation in photosynthesis 1s [l] 

PIQ 2 P*IQ + P+L-Q --f P+IQ- . Oj 

Here P denotes the primary electron donor, 1 the first 
electron acceptor, Q the secondary acceptor_ It has 
been shown by optical and magnetic resonance spec- 
troscopy that in bacterial photosynthetic reaction cen- 
tres (RCs) the primary electron donor P is most prob- 
ably a bacteriochlorophyll a (BCbl a) (fig. 1) dimer, I 
is a bacteriopheophytin a and Q is an ukkquinone mol- 

ecule. There is evidence from time-resolved optical 
spectroscopy that a BChl a molecule is mvolved in the 
process of electron transfer from P’ to I (for review 
articles, see refs. [l-6]). 

The photochemical function of an RC is strongly 
related to the structure and relative orientation of the 
primary reactantsin the RC protein complex [4] _ The 
structure of the primary electron donor complex P is 
of particular interest. For photosynthetic RCs it is ex- 
tremely drfficult to obtain s&able single cry& [7, 
81; and a detailed X-ray structure analysis has been 
performed so far only for the BChl b contaming spe- 
ties Rps uiridir [9] _ However, recent high-resolutron 
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Fig. 1. Mokular structure of bacteriochlorophyll a R = phy-tyl 
(C2OH39) for R. sphaeroides. 

liquid phase ENDOR experiments together with mo- 
lecular orbital calculations have given structural irrfor- 
mation about the dimeric cation of the primary donor, 
P+, for two BCbl a containing species (Rps sphaeroides 

andRds nhum) [lO,ll]. 
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When the forward reaction in eq. (1) is blocked 
either by chemical reductron or by removal of Q, re- 
combination of the charges on Pt and I-‘ leads to the 
triplet state PT which, at cryogenic temperatures (7’ 
< 50 K). has a hfetune of -100 &s IS]. PT has been 
extensively investigated by EPR and by zero-field op- 
tically detected magnetic resonance (QDMR) tech- 
niques [12-l 51. The high-field EPR spectrum shows 
strong spin polarization which can be explained by 
the radical pau recombmation reaction [12] _ The ob- 
served decrease of the zero-field splitting (ZFS) param- 
eters, L, and E, as compared with the BChl a triplet 
state has been interpreted as an effect of the sharing 
of the triplet energy between two BChl a molecules 
[12-l 53 _ The ZFS values, together with the triplet 
decay rates, have also been used to denve structural 
info~atio~ about PT f14,15] _ However, because OF 
the unknown amount of charge transfer contrrbutrons 
(12,131 the triplet state data do not give a deftitive 
insight into the structure (refs. [12,13,15] and refer- 
ences therein). 

Recently, it has been demonstrated that the ENDOR 
method can bc apphcd m the study of short-lived tnp- 
lets randomly orrented m a rigid matrrx, provided 
spin polarisation grves rise to strong EPR signals [ 161. 
Specific orrentations of the triplet molecules relative 
to the magnetic field can be selected by the pumped 
EPR tran~~on resulting in s~~e~~st~-~e ENDOR 
spectra [ 17,i 81. We have applied this method in the 
study of the photoexcited triplet state PT in frozen 
reaction centre solutrons ofRps spiioeroides R-26. 

2. Expe~en~ 

~hroln~tophore~ ofRps sp~u~~~d~s R-26 were 
prepared by standard procedures [ 191. Reaction cen- 
tres were extracted by a modified procedure involving 
the treatment of c~omatophores (E870 = SO/cm) in 
tris-HCI buffer (SO rn~,~~~.~)con~~~ NeCl(lo0 
mM) with 0.6% LDAO. The pu~~~at~~n over DEAE 
ceUulose [ 191 and the extraction of quinones [20] 
followed again standard procedures. The final reaction 
centre solution was concentrated by membr&ne filua- 
tionto 42x lo-4M. 
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state PT [21]. The samples were diluted to 60% (v/v) 
with glycerol to obtam optically clear samples upon 
freezmg. The X-band ENDOR spectrometer has been 
described previously f223. For the measurements at 
low temperatures (lO--20 K) the ENDOR cavity has 
been adapted to an Oxford ESR 10 helium flowcryost 
Samples were illuminated inside the ENDOR cavity 
wrth a 500 W xenon arc lamp (Eimac) using a 450 
MI W cut-off ftiter and a 10 cm water futer for IR 
absorption. 

3. Results and discussion 

The spin energy level &gram for the three canons 
ical orientations of a triplet state with D > 0 1s show1 
in f&j. 2a [13]_ From spin-Iattice relaxation studies, 
positive sign of D has been concluded for PT [ 121. 
The heavy Lines mdicate the predominantly populate1 
levels due to the radical pair recombination reactron 
which leads to the triplet state PT [ 121. Fig. 2b show 
the EPR spectrum of the rando~y oriented tnplets 
PT in Rps. sp~~Q~~~zdes R-26 RC solutions. The ZFS 
parameters, l~l=O.~l88(l~~m-~ and IS I = O-0032(1 

-I, are in good agreement wrth previously reporte 
ZTues 112,131. 

For recording the ENDOR spectra the high-field 
EPR ZB peak, which is m ernls~on 1121, was saturatei 
As a result, only molecules having the tripiet zaxis 
parallel to the magnetic field are affected [IS] l 

Fig. 3 shows the triplet spin energy levels for thrs 
particular orientation, including first-order hyperFme 
interaction with one proton. The saturated high-field 
EPR lme corre~,onds, for D > 0, to a tran~tio~ be- 
tween the m, = 0 and tits = -1 levels. There are two 
ENDOR resonances, at v,, and at vr, +A, , where A, 
is the component of the hyperhne coupling tensor in 
the direction of the triplet z-axis [l&I]. 

The ENDOR spectrum of Pr is shown En fig, 4 (se 
r&o ref. [23]). The nayyow Bna jn the centre of the 
spectrum stems from the proton Zeemrm ~ansiti~n ii 
the nz, I= 0 m~n~old. In kddltion, there are severd hy 
perflnc shifted hnes, both towards hi&er and lower 
frequencies. If the low=field EPR peak 2, (fig. 28) Is 
saturated, the hyperflne ahlfted ENDOR resonance fi 
n nucleus, 1, c~~~e~ to Yfi~fl~R f L= VP - Ati ond the 
lines chnnge side with respect to vp & 181. ~~re~~~r, 
n phusa change of the signals k. detected, since the 
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Fig. 2. (a) Field dependence of the spin energy levels of R trrp- 
let with D > 0 for the thmc QnON& oricntatlons Y, X, and 
2 [13]. The heavy Lines inLcate the predominantly populated 
levels due to the radkrd pair recombmatlon which leads to the 
triplet state PT [12]. lhs EPR trausitiona are indkated by 
arrows ‘ibe subscript I denotes transitions between the mr = 
0 and mr = +l levels, subs&p t Ii between ms = 0 and mr = -1 
levels [ 12 1. (b) First de&vet&m EPR spectnun of randomly 
orkented PT. RC solutions lUutrdnnted at lo-20 K. r kHz field 
modulation (4 G peak-peek) end 130 Hz hght modulation. 
X’te posltlons in the speotntm couespondlng to the EPR tran- 
&ions of the cattordctd oricntadonr in (a) are indicated by 
~m,~,yI~Md21,~ WI-0 I * = * oSlgS(l) cm41,E= &0033(l) 

h&h-field 2, EPR peak is In emission, whereas the 
low-fklld 2, EPR peak is In absorption f 121. The hy- 
perfine sp~tt~8 component A, obtained are collected 
h table 1. 14N ENDORsQnals have also been detected. 
The interpretation of these signals is complicnted by 
the fact thtit the resonance posltlons are affected by 
quedrupolar, nuclear tiernan, nnd hyperflne lnterac- 
tlons wklch nre alI of the same order of magnitude. A 

0 

-1 

F&. 3. Spin energy levels for the triplet z-exis parahel to the 
magnetic field, D > 0, showing fmt-order hyperfiie interac- 
tion with one proton for AL > 0 andA, < 0. respectively. 
The pumped EPR transitions (Zu[) and the ENDOR transi- 
ttons (up and VENDOR) are indtcated by arrows. 

discussion of these signals will, therefore, be given in 
a forthcoming paper. 

For a preliminary interpretation, the proton cou- 
plings may be compared with the hyperfme couplings 
of the BChl a cation [ 10,25,27,28] and anion [ 24,291. 

B 10 12 ‘I 16 18 20 22 MHz I 2 

Fig. 4. Ftrst derivetlve proton ENDOR spectrum of@& EPR 
2~ peak (t’lg. 2b) pumped. RC soiutlone Uunineted at T = 
LO-20 K. MluOwaVo power 10 mW, rfpower: 100 W(l0 G 
rotating franto), 10 kHt fm of the rf. fm depth: * EO kHz, 
II&t modulntlon: 130 HE. 20 scnn~ (500 s ench), time con- 
slant: 400 ms 
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Table 1 
Proton hyperflna splitting components AZ (In MHz) of PT compared with the Isotropic proton hfcs am of P* [ lo], EC%1 a+ [ lo], 
and BCh\ a’ [ 24 1 

pT a) 
Ar (MHz) 

-0.3 

-1.4 
-2.8 

p+b) 

also (MHz) 

BChl a+c) 

ai.su (MHz) 

to.15 

2.30 
2.30 

BCIII a- d) 

“ISO CMHzJ 

-6.23 
-6.91 
-9.62 

Molecular WPe 
posltlon e) of proton f) 

( 

; 

*protons 

a 

0.45 4.00 4.85 7.63 la methyl protons 

5.60 9.50 9.19 Sa 

2.7 3.30 11.61 

13.00 
0.50 

3 @-protons 

4.45 4 

4.5 8.60 13.59 
0.95 

-160 I 
7 

9.50 16 43 8 

a) Frozen RC solution of R rphuemider R-26, prereduced with sodium dithionrte, iUuminated at T= lo-20 K. Hyperfiie tensor 
components (MHz) of PT for the magnetic field parallel to the trsplet z-axis. signs for D > 0 [ 121. 

b) Liquid RC solutions of R. rphoeroides R-26 illuminnted nt T= 298 K [ lfb]. 
c) Oxidation with iodine in CHzClz/CH30H (6/l. v/v) at T = 255 K [lo] 
d) Reduction by clectrolysls in dimethoxyethane. t&a-n-butylammonium perchlorate as supportrug electrolyte. T= 255 K [24]. 
e, See mo1ecuJa.r structure, fii. 1. Assignments valid only for P’. BChl a* and BChl a-. see refs. [10,24,25]. 
f) For the character&&ion of or and &protons see ref. [ 261. 

In the Huckel MO approximation the normalized trip 

let n-spin denstry pT(C1) at a carbon position Cl is 
given by 

P+r) = f [P&r) + PA(Cr)I 9 (2) 

where pc and PA are the spin densities of the cation 
and anion radical respectively [26] _ Assuming the 
same Q Factors [26] for the cation, the anion, and the 
triplet state, eq. (2) shculd also be valid for the rsotropic 
hyperfine coupling constants (hfcs). 

The proton isotropic hfcs of the BChl a cation and 
anion together with an assignment to the molecular 
positions are given in table 1 [ 10,241. Using eq. (2) 
and, to stay in the HMO approximation, neglecting 

hfcs stemming from negative spin densities. the isotropic 
hfcs of the triplet state of BChl a can be estimated. 
Negative hfcs between -3.1 and 4.8 MHz (corre- 
sponding to $ uipD for BChl a-) are expected for the 
o-protons of the methine bridges (fig. 1). Positive hfcs 
of +6 2 and +9.3 MHz are expected for methyl pro- 
tons in positrons la and Sa. The hfcs of the &protons 
m rings 11 and IV (positions 3,4 and 7,8) are expected 
to be between +5.8 and +8.2 MHz (corresponding to 
f niso for BChI a+). The fact that the largest observed 
hyperfine splitting component in PT is positive (+4.5 
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MHz) is in qualitative agreement with the predrction! 
and can be considered additional evidence for the co. 
clusion that D > 0. m PT [ 12 J _ However, the observe! 
splittings in PT are much smaller than the values ex- 
pected for a BChl a tnplet. 

Since our observed bfcs of PT are the component! 
of the hyperfme tensors along the triplet z-axis they 
should be compared wrth the corresponding tensor 
components in the BChl a cation and anion. For the 
BChl a triplet state it has been shown by magneto- 
photoselection experunents that the triplet z-axis is 
perpendicular to the molecular plane [ 12]_ Thcreforc 
the out-of-plane components of the hyperfme tensor 
should be considered here. 

The situation is more complex, however, for PT. 
On the basis of the reduced values of D and E as corn 
pared with the BChl a triplet, PT is assumed to be a 
BClil a dimer [12-151. Details of its structure and 
consequently the onentation of the triplet z-axis rela 
tive to the dirner axis system are not known. This 
irnpbes that the a-proton hyperfme values are not 
particularly suited for a comparison with the BChl a 
triplet because of their large hyperfme arusotropy [23: 
For the methjl protons, another complication arises; 
It has been shown by ENDOR experiments on BChl : 
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cations that at temperatures beIow 40 K (especially 
below 20 K) h~dered rotation of the methyl groups 
broadens the ENDOR lines. At temperatures between 
10 and 20 K, where our ENDOR experiments were 
performed, the methyl proton lines may be broadened 
beyond detection [30]. 

Therefore, the hfcs which should be considered are 
those of the &protons in rings II and IV (poutions 3, 
4 and 7,8). For these protons the expected isotropic 
hfcs for the BChl a triplet (+S.S to + 8.2 MHz) are 
much larger than the observed hyperfine splittingcom- 
ponents in PT (+2-7, +4.5 MHz). Using a dihedral a&e 
between 34O and 45’ for these &protons, as is assumed 
in refs. [28,29], it can be calculated that the anisotrop- 
ic tensor components do not exceed 10% of the isa- 
tropic value 1311. The angular dependence of these 
hyperfme sphttings, therefore, cannot explain the 
small rna~tude of the observed values. In the dimer 
model for PT, a reduction of the hyperfme splitting 
components as compared with the BChl a tnplet is 
expected because of the delocalisation of the unp;ured 
electrons over two BCN a molecules. For the doublet 
state P+, the cation radical of the primary donor, such 
a deiocalisation of theunpaired electron over two BChl 
a molecules has been postulated on the basis of EPR 
experiments [32] and has been well established by 
solid state [3033] and recent liquid solution ENDOR 
experiments [10,1125d4JS]. 

Since the B-proton hfcs for positions 3,4,7,8 in 
the BChl a anion are negligibly small (see table 1) the 
hyperfme splittings for these positrons in the triplet 
state cRn only arise from the contribution of the “cat- 
ion orbitai” (HOMO). Assuming that these two orbit- 
als in the dimer P have similar behaviour as in mono- 
meric BChl a, it follows from eq. (2) that the expected 
hyperfiie values of these &protons in Pr should be 
one half of the values in P. Indeed, the observed value 
of the largest positive hyperfine sphtting in P* is Just 
one half of the mean value of the two largest isotropic 
hfcs in p (S-6,9.5 MHz)- These hfcs have been un- 
ambiguously assigned to the &protons in rmg u! and/or 
ring IV ~10,25,30]- This result indicates a delocalisa- 
tion of the tripIet electrons in PT over two BChl a 
molecules. 

It is noteworthy that any spectroscopic information 
is valid only on the time scale inherent in the experi- 
ment. I,n the case of magnetic resonance on P*, the 
time scale is of the order of 1 ns (l/D) for EPR and 

30 ns (l/A,) for ENDOR. Optical experiments are 
much faster and there is evidence that on the opttcol 
tbne scale, nt low temperature, the triplet excitation 
ats on one BChl a molecule [36]. 

4. Conclusion 

These proton ENDOR experrments on PT give ad- 
ditional support for a delocalisation of the triplet 
energy over two BCbl a molecules on the nanosecond 
timescale. In order to further corrroborate this conclu- 
sion one would need the hyperfme couphngs of the 
BChl a trlplet state w&h unambi~ous assignment for 
comparison. 

Experiments are 111 progress with selectively deuter- 
ated samples [ l&11,37] I together with advanced MO 
calculations [38] for a more quantitative analysis. In 
addition, ENDOR experunents on PT in RC single crys- 
tals are planned m order to determine the full hyper- 
fine tensors. The ZFS tensor has been recently deter- 
mined from EPR experiments on such s&e crystals 
[391- 
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